
 

Designer – Kimma Wreh - Setting Trends in Fashion  

Born and raised in Liberia, West Africa, Wreh had always 

wanted to experience more of the world. Her dream 

came true in the form of a mixed blessing when political 

instability forced her family to flee her country.   

When she entered the United States in 1988, her aim 

was to experience the American dream.  Her first step 

towards this goal was a Bachelor of Business 

Administration degree from Howard University.  Less 

inclined to remain limited to a bachelor’s degree, Wreh 

attended LeTourneau University where she acquired an 

MBA.   

Never one for mediocrity, Wreh’s handcrafted pieces 

appeal to those who like elegance with a contemporary 

twist.  Each piece is made individually with a limited 

quantity produced each year, much to the pleasure of her 

clients who crave unique items. Her stunning designs 

have been featured in various publications including 

Fashion Avenue News, Port of Harlem magazine, The 

Knot, Get Married magazine, Bridal Guide magazine, 

Uzuri magazine, the New York Times, African Vibes 

Magazine and many fashion shows.   

Kimma Wreh is the founder and Creative Director of TeKay Designs Inc,  a renowned online and mail order 

fashion house that offers custom designed and ready-to-wear Bridal, Formal, Career, Casual and Maternity 

clothing, and its newest endeavor Jewelry.  TeKay Designs is most noted for providing unique ethnic wear 

and contemporary pieces for customers in the U.S. and international.  The company designs and produces 

it’s ethnic fashions in Houston, Texas and Ghana. 

Aside from ethnic bridal fashion, Wreh added an innovative twist to the TeKay Designs line: she single-

handedly conceptualized and designed a line of maternity bridal wear that earned her an interview with the 

New York Times.  

Wreh’s creations are a product of her life experiences, including her interaction in the business world, giving 

back to the community, and even her difficulty in finding a variety of maternity clothing during her 

pregnancy. Her collection gives birth to a new genre of the utmost chic in haute couture. She aims to create 

beautiful products that integrate indigenous craftwork into her designs that sell around the world while giving 

back economically, financially and personally to those less fortunate.  “My inspiration to design ethnic 

clothing was further enhanced after viewing fashions and working with local artists from cultures around the 

world including Ghana, Liberia, India, Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico.  My vision is to incorporate cultural 

elements into my collections from various cultures and tribes around the world.” 

For more information on TeKay Designs, visit: www.tk-designs.com 

Email: feedback@tk-designs.com    Phone number: 832-483-4864 
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